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Bob Michell is a Royal Society
Research Professor in the 
School of Biosciences at the
University of Birmingham. He
started research with J.N. (Tim)
Hawthorne at Birmingham in 
the early 1960s, when Tim ran
one of two UK laboratories
studying inositol phospholipids.
This was a fortunate choice, 
and he has since stayed in the
same field and place, except for
brief forays to Boston and
Cambridge.
What turned you on to
biology? I grew up amongst the
wildlife of the West of England,
and when I encountered an
inspiring biology teacher, John
Keylock, he introduced me to
bird-watching and ecology. This
included the systematic
recording of winter wildfowl
movements, and my first
published observations were of
bird numbers on seasonally
flooded Somerset Levels. Finding
errors in school biology
textbooks was a sport in John’s
class, so I soon learned not to
trust all that ‘experts’ say or
print. The school library’s copies
of New Scientist let me follow 
the DNA revelations of the 
1950s — biochemistry looked like
a good way to understand
biology.
How has advice influenced
you? Relatively few people have
tried to offer advice, and I tend
only to heed advice I already
want. One failure was a classics-
trained secondary school
headmaster who tried hard to
divert me from biology.
What papers most influenced
your research development?
The roles of phosphoinositides in
cell regulation have dominated
my career. Mabel and Lowell
Hokin (J. Biol. Chem. (1953) 203,
967–977) discovered rapid
phospholipid turnover in
stimulated cells and spawned the
entire field; when and how the
diverse roles of
phosphoinositides would have
emerged without them is
impossible to guess. Manfred
Karnovsky and Don Wallach (J.
Biol. Chem. (1961) 236,
1895–1901) then saw similar
events in neutrophils, and this
took me to Boston for two years
that were seminal for my
development as a scientist —
and a person! Karnovsky’s
Harvard laboratory was
astonishing, with my
contemporaries exploring a
variety of disparate problems: the
bacteriocidal oxidase of
leucocytes, the initiation of sleep,
the chemistry of snail slime, fatty
acid transport across
membranes, and so on. I saw
that any problem you fancy can
be attacked, once the
background is mastered and a
novel question formulated.
For elegance and clarity, I would
cite Christian de Duve’s
exposition of the principles of
subcellular fractionation as a tool
for defining the organelle
composition of cells (J. Theoret.
Biol. (1964) 6, 33–59). This suite
of techniques provided the first
quantitative — but arduous —
route for attacking cell
organisation, alongside which
most modern experiments
dubbed ‘cell fractionation’ are
pastiches.
Any other scientific heroes?
Yes, Peter Scott. He was an
astonishing British polymath: a
world authority on wildfowl and
reef fishes, founder of major
conservation organisations
(including the World Wildlife
Fund), a pioneering nature
broadcaster on TV and an
accomplished artist.
Any especially good or bad
memories of meetings? I once
chaired a FEBS symposium on a
hot and humid Summer day, in a
large ‘shed’, with a hangover
(those strong Belgian beers!).
With few in the audience and
uninspired talks, I had to stay
awake and ask questions to fill
the void. Awful.
Any views on electronic
exploration of the literature
and electronic publishing?
About 15 years ago the literature
was overwhelming, and
indiscipline meant I used neither
Current Contents nor electronic
literature updates effectively.
Effective electronic searching of
the literature has changed all
that. Only minutes may separate
a new observation, identification
of related observations and
reading the relevant down-loaded
papers. Amazing! And PDFs in a
computer are so much easier to
find than paper copies in a messy
office!
But there is a downside. Recent
work can be fully searched, but
reams of old but unexplained
observations are largely lost to
the research community. 
Getting more of the older journal
runs online would be an
enormous service. Another
problem is over-reliance on
reviews. Reviewers synthesise
observations they can put into
patterns, but novel insights 
often come from understanding
‘odd’ observations that people
forgot because they made no
sense.
Many scientists think they
must publish in ‘top’ journals
to be recognised — is this
healthy? ‘Measuring’ people’s
scientific worth by where they
publish is absurd and lazy, as are
‘metrics’ that aggregate the
global citation rates for the
journals they score in. It is akin to
a recent British TV satire in which
John Wells presented a detailed
‘metric’ analysis of the morality
of invading Iraq. The content of
papers is what matters, wherever
they are published, and the only
useful ‘metric’ is how individual
papers are cited over quite a long
period.
What is your greatest research
ambition? It’s a bit late for that
question — for many years, it
was to put inositol lipids on the
map!
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